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ABSTRACT
Fault tolerant design can help autonomous vehicle systems address defects, environmental changes and security attacks. Checkpoint and restoration fault tolerance techniques save a copy of an application’s state before a problem occurs and restore that state afterwards. However, traditional Checkpoint/Restore techniques still admit high overhead, may carry along tainted data, and rarely operate in tandem with human-written or automated repairs that modify source code or alter data layout. Thus, it can be difficult to apply traditional Checkpoint/Restore techniques to solve the issues of non-environmental defects, security attacks or software bugs. To address such challenges, in this paper, we propose and evaluate a selective checkpoint and restore (SCR) technique that records only critical system state based on types and minimal symbolic annotations to deploy repaired programs. We found that using source-level symbolic information allows an application to be resumed even after its code is modified in our evaluation. We evaluate our approach using a commodity autonomous vehicle system and demonstrate that it admits manual and automated software repairs, does not carry tainted data, and has low overhead.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicle systems (AVS) are an emerging area facing many software engineering challenges [57]. These systems must handle failures caused by software bugs, environmental changes, and security attacks. Addressing such issues usually requires costly human intervention and deployment of system repairs. Previous work in fault tolerant systems has successfully reduced human effort for more traditional server and workstation software settings [18, 38, 45]. One important aspect of fault tolerance is failure transparency [27], or the extent to which failures are invisible to users and applications. Failure transparency is especially relevant for cyber physical systems (such as AVS) that interact with the physical world: a vehicle may continue to move through inertia or gravity even if its software systems fail, pause or restart. To provide failure transparency, applications must resume after failures without help from users and also minimize space or time overhead compared to failure-free execution. One common approach, called Checkpoint/Restore or Checkpoint/Restart, provides such transparency by checkpointing the program state at a known-good configuration and then resuming later if there is a failure.

There has been significant interest in mitigating software failures in modern embedded systems, especially those with a high requirement for resiliency, such as AVS [17, 64]. Compared to traditional systems, AVS face more issues associated with rich environmental inputs and interactions. This complicates failure transparency compared to server or workstation software systems [16]. However, most Checkpoint/Restore systems depend on the “fail-stop assumption” [51] (applications will not commit faulty state) and do not allow deployment of patches in the restoration phase, which is not applicable to certain autonomous vehicle software bugs or security attacks. In this paper, we propose to address three challenges related to Checkpoint/Restore to provide failure transparency that admits the deployment of software repairs for AVS.

First, Checkpoint/Restore must support patches to software. AVS require rapid repair of system defects and vulnerabilities. Traditional Checkpoint/Restore systems are based on the assumption that unexpected environmental conditions (e.g., dropped network packets and power outages) are transient and will not be present when the system is restored [51]. However, non-environmental defects are rarely transient. For example, a null pointer dereference resulting from faulty logic will usually recur if the software system resumes. To address such issues, the system must be patched or updated. This requires that a different (patched) system is restored from the one that was checkpointed. As a result, Checkpoint/Restore must be able to operate in cases where a software’s code and related data structures are changed from the application of system repairs between the checkpointing and restoration.

Second, Checkpoint/Restore must be low overhead. For real time embedded systems like AVS, there is very limited storage space and tolerance for time overhead. Traditional Checkpoint/Restore solutions introduce significant space, time and hardware costs. Early techniques often required redundant hardware to mirror ongoing computations [39]. Even modern user-space techniques that do not require hardware support still suffer from high space overhead [1]. Moreover, Checkpoint/Restore must be able to complete before timing constraints are violated. In the case of AVS, violating a timing
constraint with high-overhead checkpointing and restoration may cause the vehicle to become physically damaged.

Third, Checkpoint/Restore must not carry along tainted data. AVS must be able to resume without faulty behaviors recurring. Traditional Checkpoint/Restore solutions often struggle with security attacks that taint application state. This concern relates to the abstraction of failure transparency [27], which requires two invariants: sufficient application state must be saved to guarantee the application can resume from before the failure occurs, and sufficient application state must be lost so that the application can recover from failures affecting the state. Saving either too much or too little application state precludes failure transparency. Since most traditional Checkpoint/Restore approaches store the entire system state, they also store attacker-tainted data, resulting in post-restoration systems that remain compromised.

In this paper, we combine two insights to address these challenges and limitations. Our first algorithmic insight is to leverage existing developer domain knowledge for symbolic annotations to specify the critical state of an application. Modern object-oriented and imperative software systems tend to encapsulate related variables in classes or structures. This includes AVS software, such as ROS1 or ArduPilot.2 As a result, a small number of type-based annotations can often precisely capture the most critical state of a system (e.g., state that is too expensive to recompute or must otherwise be carefully checkpointed to allow the system to restore correctly). Our second insight is that we can automatically generate symbolic application-specific Checkpointing/Restore code in a type-directed manner. The use of symbolic references allows the system to resume in the face of most repairs (e.g., changes to program data structures need not preclude restoration). We thus present a selective checkpoint and restore (SCR) algorithm which saves the critical state of an application based on minimal annotations.

To evaluate SCR, we present the results of a case study focusing on its application to AVS software. To assess resuming a system in the presence of software repairs, we consider ArduPilot, a common AVS framework, as the specimen system. We use human-written patches to ArduPilot and also consider a patch produced by the Darjeeling automated program repair algorithm [58]. To evaluate efficiency, we measure the time and space overhead of resuming the AVS system and compare against CRIU [35], a state-of-the-art Checkpoint/Restore baseline. To evaluate whether the system can avoid checkpointing tainted data during security attacks, we evaluate SCR using a security attack provided by an independent manner with minimal annotation burden and negligible space overhead.

An evaluation of SCR’s time and space overhead, resumption success, and annotation burden compared to CRIU, a state-of-the-art baseline, using human- and machine-generated patches for ArduPilot, an idicative AVS. SCR’s time overhead is typically 2–20% higher than CRIU’s, but its space overhead is 2000× lower.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work in Checkpoint/Restore systems, autonomous vehicle systems, software repair techniques, and manual annotations.

2.1 Checkpoint/Restore Systems

Checkpoint/Restore systems have been widely studied to provide fault tolerance and failure transparency. We discuss library and system implementations [49].

Library-based solutions often require an application to be linked with a Checkpoint/Restore library that provides necessary serialization primitives [1, 4, 6, 38]. Some library-based Checkpoint/Restore solutions, such as libckpt [61] allow user-directed checkpointing, which can improve the performance of checkpointing, but it does not apply to heap variables or to variables which reside in the statically-allocated data segment. Additionally, some programming environments provide serialization support, such as pickling combinator for functional programming [20] or serialization interfaces in the Boost library for C++ [44].

In contrast to library approaches, system-level implementations of Checkpoint/Restore mechanisms are usually built upon the operating system or hardware [11, 37, 49, 60, 65]. Recent system-level implementations introduce different improvements, such as support for parallel programming models and side effects [24, 32, 34, 36, 50]. CRIU [35] is a popular system-level approach mainly implemented in user-space for Linux. It can Checkpoint/Restore an application by saving the entire process tree. While CRIU is a mature, stable, widely-used tool, it does not admit resilience against changed or patched versions of software nor does it support selectively checkpointing a subset of a program’s state. Dynamic Software Updating (DSU) [12, 32] can allow changing software at runtime (e.g., by altering function pointers), but still risks carrying over tainted data.

To the best of our knowledge, our proposed SCR approach is the first technique designed to support source code updates between checkpointing and restoration with low space and performance overhead. Supporting these goals requires that we make use of user-provided annotations, but our approach does not require extra library linking and will work on variables laid out in any data segment. Moreover, our SCR approach does not depend on a particular system environment because the annotations, checkpointing, and restoration implementations are confined to the application code without depending on specific kernel functionality. In Section 4.2, we articulate how SCR is applied to a real-world AVS scenario.

2.2 Security Assurance and AVS

Autonomous vehicle systems are complex systems that combine hardware for interfacing with sensors and actuators with control
Automated program repair techniques take a program and a test vehicle [13, 62]. Automated program repair provides a strong motivation for enabling technology for resilient autonomous systems that can be used to detect tainting errors (e.g., format string bugs). These techniques could work for annotating critical state, but with certain caveats. First, they tend to focus on specific security vulnerabilities (e.g., related to the sources and sinks of a given tainting model). More importantly, they typically attempt to compute a minimal set of possibly-tainted variables. Checkpointing everything not marked as possibly-tainted would incur too much overhead in our AVS use case.

2.3 Automated Program Repair

Automated program repair techniques take a program and a test suite (or specification) as input and generate patches to make the program satisfy that notion of correctness. While we do propose novel automated program repair algorithms here, recent approaches have used automated program repair “on the fly” for autonomous vehicles [13, 62]. Automated program repair provides a strong motivation for enabling technology for resilient autonomous systems that checkpoint state, automatically synthesize and deploy software-level repairs mid-mission, restore state and resume the mission. A significant amount of research has shown that automated program repair can fix bugs for real-world software [7, 25, 26, 28, 30, 33, 40, 41, 59, 63], scaling to millions of lines of code and thousands of test cases. A thorough discussion of automated program repair is beyond the scope of this work; [9] present a survey and [31] gives an annotated bibliography of recent advances. Traditional Checkpoint/Restore techniques do not support source code changes during restoration. Our symbolic approach to checkpointing, based on source-level variable names, supports combining program patching (manual or automatic) with Checkpoint/Restore to defend against attacks and software defects in a system.

2.4 Annotations

In our proposed SCR algorithm, we rely on symbolic annotations provided by the user to indicate the critical state to Checkpoint/Restore. In software engineering, various approaches have been proposed to reduce such annotation effort. Houdini [8] is an automatic tool to reduce the cost of writing specifications manually by generating a large number of candidate annotations and using axiomatic semantics to retain only those that correctly describe the system. The annotations inferred by Houdini describe functional behavior but do not pinpoint security-critical data.

A number of modeling or specification languages, including SLIC [2], Z [55], and Alloy [15], have been used to describe a system’s abstract behavior. These are not a natural fit for our approach because they are designed to abstract away implementation details of a software whereas we need implementation information and relevant data structures to guide selective checkpointing. CQual [53], JQual [10] and Banshee [23] are type qualifier systems that can be used to detect tainting errors (e.g., format string bugs). These techniques could work for annotating critical state, but with certain caveats. First, they tend to focus on specific security vulnerabilities (e.g., related to the sources and sinks of a given tainting model). More importantly, they typically attempt to compute a minimal set of possibly-tainted variables. Checkpointing everything not marked as possibly-tainted would incur too much overhead in our AVS use case.

3 AUTOMATIC SELECTIVE CHECKPOINT AND RESTORE GENERATION

In this section, we present SCR, an algorithm for selectively and symbolically checkpointing system state in a type-guided manner, as specified by manual annotations. To use SCR, a user first annotates particular variables (see Section 3.2) that should be (or should not be) checkpointed as well as program points at which that checkpointing should occur. Then, SCR automatically generates serialization and deserialization functions that checkpoint and restore those selected variables symbolically (i.e., based on their source-level names, not on their addresses, offsets or layouts) and links this code with the system to be protected (see Section 3.1). These functions carry out a recursive, type-guided traversal of relevant data structures (with appropriate memoization to handle cyclic references). At run-time, checkpoints are periodically created, and after a patch or other software modification, the last checkpoint (taken with respect to the pre-patch software) is restored.

3.1 SCR serialization and deserialization

The heart of SCR is thus the automatic generation of serialization and deserialization functions. This process is selective (i.e., it only considers variables implicated by user annotations) and symbolic (i.e., named components of complex data structures are stored individually, rather than as contiguous blocks of memory). This aspect of SCR is similar in spirit to pickling combiners or serialization libraries [20]. However, pickling combiners depend on functional language features (e.g., functions are explicitly first class), and serialization libraries require linking against potentially large libraries that do not admit adoption in embedded devices (e.g., AVS).

Algorithm 1 provides pseudocode for serialization code generation in SCR. Critically, it operates both at compile- (processing types and emitting serialization code) and run-time (executing the generated serialization code to create checkpoints). For every source-level type \( \tau \) that is relevant to serialization (as determined by the annotations), a corresponding \( \text{serialize}_\tau() \) function is created at compile time. If type \( \tau_1 \) contains a (recursive) reference to type \( \tau_2 \), then \( \text{serialize}_\tau() \) contains a (recursive) call to \( \text{serialize}_{\tau_2}() \).

Given a program \( P \), a variable \( x \) of type \( \tau \) to serialize, and a source location \( l \), the algorithm generates serialization functions at compile time by recursively decomposing the structure of the type
Algorithm 1: High-level pseudocode for SCR.

Input: Program $P$ to be selectively checkpointed.
Input: A variable $x \in P$ of type $\tau$ to be checkpointed.
Input: A location $l \in P$ at which to serialize $x$.

1. procedure $SCR(P, x, \tau, l)$
2.     call $CompileTimeProcess(\tau)$
3.     at $l$ in $P$ emit "clear memoizeSet; srlz_\tau(x);"
4.     procedure $CompileTimeProcess(\tau)$
5.     if $\tau = \text{int} \lor \tau = \text{float} \lor \tau = \text{enum}$ then
6.         emit "srlz_\tau(r &x) \{ write x to file; }"
7.     else if $\tau = \tau'$ ptr then
8.         call $CompileTimeProcess(\tau')$
9.         emit "srlz_\tau(r &x) \{ write x to file; }"
10. else if $\tau = \tau'$ array[n] then
11.     call $CompileTimeProcess(\tau')$
12.     emit "srlz_\tau(r &x) \{ "
13.     for $i \in 1 \ldots n$ do
14.         emit " srlz_\tau(x[i]);"
15.         emit "}"
16.     else if $\tau = \{ f_1 : \tau_1, \ldots , f_n : \tau_n \}$ struct then
17.     for $i \in 1 \ldots n$ do
18.         call $CompileTimeProcess(\tau_i)$
19.     emit "srlz_\tau(r &x) \{ "
20.     for $i \in 1 \ldots n$ do
21.         emit " srlz_\tau_i(x.f_i);"
22.         emit "}"
23.     else if $\tau = \{ f_1 : \tau_1, \ldots , f_n : \tau_n \}$ union then
24.     $l = \arg \max_{x \in 1 \ldots n} \text{sizeof}(\tau_x)$
25.     call $CompileTimeProcess(\tau_l)$
26.     emit "srlz_\tau(r &x) \{ srlz_\tau_l(x.f_l); }"

For some primitive scalar types (e.g., int, float, enum), SCR emits a procedure that directly serializes the value to a file. For pointers, we emit a procedure that, at run-time, first serializes the pointer address and then checks to see if that address has been previously processed during this run-time serialization using a memoization set. This serves to detect cycles, such as in a circularly linked list. If the address has not been memoized, it is added to the memoization set, and the serialization function for the dereferenced value is called. Note that the address is serialized in both cases; this allows the deserialization code, which also maintains a memoization set, to operate in lock-step. For arrays, SCR emits code that iteratively serializes every array element. Similarly, structures are handled by serializing every field. For union types, we determine the type of the largest field at compile time, then recursively emit serialization code for that type. Note that union types, which normally complicate source-level analyses as they represent implicit casts between values that share the same storage space, are easier for SCR to handle. We need not know or track which variant field of the union was accessed last or will be accessed next since we serialize the entire storage space regardless.

Finally, after all of the relevant serialization functions have been generated, we emit a call to serialize $x$ at the user-specified location $l$ in $P$. The result of the algorithm is the original program integrated with the emitted mutually-recursive serialization functions and initial serialization call. For simplicity, we present the algorithm for a single annotated variable $x$; the extension to multiple variables is direct. The generation of deserialization code is symmetric.

3.2 Annotations

At the coarsest level, the user provides annotations to SCR in the form of the set of source-level variable names $x$ to checkpoint and the source-level location $l$ at which to call the serialization and deserialization functions (Algorithm 1). By default, SCR checkpoints all fields and types transitively reachable from each variable $x$. However, in an AVS setting, not all fields or types contain critical data that should be checkpointed. For example, some fields may hold real-time sensor data which should be re-acquired on restoration rather than restored. Similarly, some fields may be tainted by an attacker and should be recalculated rather than restored. To address this issue, SCR allows the user to specifically include or exclude fields or types from checkpointing. Because the serialization functions generated are symbolic, entire contiguous data structures need not be stored: fields or types can be excluded from both serialization and deserialization. In our prototype, fields and types are specified through simple #pragma or comment annotations.

4 SYSTEM & EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce the specimen system we used to evaluate SCR, our proposed selective checkpoint and restore algorithm. We then discuss an indicative use case to demonstrate how SCR can apply to a modern autonomous vehicle software system. Finally, we detail our experimental design.

4.1 Specimen System

We evaluate SCR on ArduPilot, an open-source autopilot system atop a Unix-like operating system with a real-time kernel. Autonomous vehicle systems are particularly relevant to checkpoint and restore systems [16, 17, 42, 64] but also strongly benefit from patching and other resiliency actions [13, 62] (see Section 2.2). Our experiments use the ArduCopter module of ArduPilot to control a quadcopter autonomous aerial vehicle. The vehicle is controlled remotely via the Micro Autonomous Vehicle Link (MAVLink) protocol. This high-level architecture is indicative of popular autonomous vehicles like the Erle-Copter and various Raspberry Pi-based copters.

4.2 Indicative Use Case

We consider a use case in which an uncrewed autonomous vehicle (UAV) completes a four-waypoint mission during which undesirable behavior is observed and repaired, such as depicted in Figure 1.
We designed our experiments to measure SCR’s ability to successfully checkpoint and restore in the face of patches, as well as its performance overhead. We compare it to CRIU [35], a state-of-the-art baseline (see Section 2). To admit reproducible experimentation for both tools, we use the Software in the Loop (SITL) simulator provided by ArduPilot, but we have validated the Red Team-provided arc injection bug and APR patch in live flight (see Section 4.3.4).

4.3.1 Variables to Checkpoint. Our approach requires manual annotation of mission-critical variables (see Sections 2.4 and 3.2). After manual analysis of the source code for mission-critical variables, we selected all of the primitive fields of the Copter class as well as its AP_Mission and AP_AHRS object fields. We evaluate the difficulty of this analysis and annotation effort in Section 5.2.

4.3.2 Missions. We applied SCR and CRIU to two long-running, autonomous missions: ISTAR and BusRoute. The ISTAR mission is taken from previously-published work also using ArduPilot software [13]. This mission is an indicative simplification of a certain class of intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) activities deemed relevant to the US Air Force. This mission contains six waypoints around an airfield. The entire mission route is 0.13 kilometers. Our second mission (BusRoute) follows a municipal bus route in Ann Arbor, Michigan, as shown in Figure 2. This mission contains 21 waypoints, each one of which corresponds to a bus stop. The maximum diameter of this mission is 4.72 kilometers. The entire mission route is 7.55 kilometers.

4.3.3 Control Software. Our use case includes checkpointing the state associated with one version of the software, modifying the software, and then restoring the state into the new version of the software (see Section 4.2). For our experiments, we considered both human-written and APR-generated patches: (a) we collected five different versions of the ArduPilot software from its GitHub commit history. The differences between software versions correspond to patches (e.g., to fix a defect or security vulnerability); (b) we used a version of ArduPilot seeded with an arc injection security vulnerability by a Red Team paired with its associated patch (produced by Darjeeling, an APR algorithm [58]). This was taken from part of a US Air Force assessment, in which Assured Information Security highlighted attacks, both found and seeded, against ArduPilot.

The five versions in (a) are the first five consecutive commits starting from Jan 23, 2018 that contain source code changes related to ArduPilot’s ArduCopter module (i.e., not configuration file changes or changes to unused modules). They are indicative patches made by human developers. Each patch modifies between 60 and 160 lines of code. We refer to these five versions as V0 through V4. The arc injection vulnerability in (b) was seeded in V0.

4.3.4 Experiment setup. We designed our experiments following the steps below to simulate a scenario in which the UAV encounters a bug during a mission, is patched, and resumes its mission. For the human-written patches (a), we: (1) Preselect a random point in the mission to correspond to the simulated defect; (2) Start the ArduPilot quadcopter and its associated support software; (3) Load and start the mission; (4) When the preselected point is reached, checkpoint the system state and terminate the control software; (5) Resume a different version of the ArduPilot system (i.e., apply a patch); (6) Restore checkpointed data; and (7) Complete the mission.

For the APR-generated patch (b), instead of simulating a defect at a random point, we used the exploit provided by the Red Team, which used specially-crafted MAVLink packets to cause a system crash. During the mission, we checkpointed the state repeatedly and used the latest checkpointed state to resume the system with an APR-generated patch applied that fixes the security vulnerability.

In all cases, we repeated these steps 50 times for every version using both SCR and CRIU. We also repeated the missions 50 times without any checkpointing or restore operations to establish a baseline for overhead comparisons.

4.3.5 Measurement. We measured the time and space overhead as well as whether or not each mission completed.

CRIU. CRIU time overhead includes two parts: (1) The time of the mission from waypoint 0 to the preselected checkpoint location. This time period includes the time of CRIU checkpointing. (2) The time from invoking CRIU to restore (i.e., resume the ArduPilot application and mission) to reaching the last waypoint of the mission. This period includes the time taken by CRIU to restore the system...

Figure 2: BusRoute: a 21-waypoint UAV mission plan of a bus route in the area of Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA.
SCR. SCR time overhead includes three parts: (1) the time of the mission from waypoint 0 to the preselected checkpoint location or the location where attack happens. This time period includes checkpointing time. (2) The launch time of ArduPilot and its associated software when resuming a new version of the system. (3) The time from calling the restore function to reaching the last waypoint. This period includes the time to selectively restore mission state. The difference between the measures is due to the different architectures between CRIU and SCR. Because CRIU is implemented atop the /proc file system and the process tree, its restore action does not require a re-launch or re-initialization of ArduPilot or its associated software. In contrast, SCR operates symbolically on in-memory variables, and restoration proceeds by executing the new binary until it reaches the restoration point. Note that in our approach, the software system is started twice: once at the beginning of the mission and once before the restore. By contrast, with CRIU, the system is only started once: CRIU stores all of the state and does not need to rerun any start up code. The cost of starting the software twice is included in our evaluation times.

In addition to the time overhead, we also measured the space overhead for every experiment: the memory space necessary to store all the checkpointing information (i.e., on disk).

### 5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We address the following research questions:

**RQ1** How does SCR’s overhead compare to baselines?

**RQ2** Does SCR successfully restore state after patching?

**RQ3** How hard is it for programmers to annotate for SCR?

#### 5.1 Restoration Success and Performance

Table 1 shows the restoration success and overhead for two UAV missions (ISTAR and BusRoute) using our the proposed selective checkpoint and restore algorithm (SCR) and CRIU (see Section 4.3.4). Different rows correspond to different patches (i.e., software version changes) applied between checkpointing and restoration. We also list the baseline performance of running each mission without any checkpointing, patching or restoration. Table 1 also shows the restoration success and overhead with the Red Team provided ArduPilot version and an APR-generated patch for the ISTAR mission using SCR and CRIU. The Red Team attack uses the ISTAR waypoints but runs the mission at a slower speed. The ± values show one standard deviation over 50 repeated measurements.

**Time overhead.** The UAV system with SCR took longer than the CRIU system to complete each mission. As noted in Section 4.3.5, SCR requires restarting the ArduPilot software to support mid-mission patching. The average launch time of ArduPilot for our experiments is 1.96 seconds. This restart time is a fixed cost that does not vary with mission complexity; it is more relevant in the shorter ISTAR mission than the longer BusRoute mission.

The ArduPilot re-launch time is removed, no statistically significant difference remains between the CRIU and SCR time overheads. Both CRIU and SCR introduced a time overhead of 0.2–5.5 seconds, compared to not checkpointing (i.e., the Baseline), over all human-patched experiments. The majority of this overhead corresponds to caching and other indirect effects. SCR introduced a time overhead of 9 seconds approximately in the APR-patched experiments. This time overhead is larger because these experiments were conducted at a lower simulation speed—the Red Team exploits depend on real time. SCR storage times were quite low relatively (e.g., it required an average of 0.18 ms for checkpointing and 0.14 ms for restoration) and are thus not reported separately.

**Space overhead.** For these missions, SCR, which checkpointed only the mission- and security-critical data implicated by the user annotations, required only 290 bytes. By contrast, CRIU, which does not require annotations but does save the majority of the process state, required 822KB. In these experiments, SCR demonstrates a 2000× reduction in storage required by checkpointing. We note that both CRIU and SCR captured enough state for the mission to progress: neither had to restart the mission “from scratch” or revisit any waypoints after being interrupted and resumed. SCR adds 12KB to the ArduPilot binary, which is less than 1% of the total size of ArduPilot (1.57Mb). CRIU requires 1.6Mb of disk space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (V0)</td>
<td>7.45 ± 0.26</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>9.92 ± 0.86</td>
<td>290B</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIU</td>
<td>9.73 ± 0.37</td>
<td>290B</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Restoration success and overhead measurements for SCR and CRIU on the ISTAR and BusRoute missions using both human-written and APR-generated patches. The "Baseline" row corresponds to running the mission without checkpointing, patching or restoration. Cells marked X could not successfully execute, resulting in mission failure.
Restoration success. Both CRIU and SCR can successfully continue the mission when the checkpointed and restored software are identical (V₀ → V₀ in Table 1). However, when the system was resumed with a patched version of the software, SCR had a 100% success rate but CRIU failed over 75% of the scenarios. In particular, CRIU only succeeded at restoring after the small patch that did not affect the actual code part of ArduPilot (V₀ → V₁); CRIU failed to restore for V₀ → V₂, V₀ → V₃, V₀ → V₄, or when ArduPilot is patched via APR. In fact, the APR patch that fixes the Red Team security bug only changes a single line of code, but CRIU was unable to resume after it was applied. An ✗ denotes situations in which CRIU failed to resume a new version.

CRIU restoration errors manifested as segmentation faults or other crashes induced by memory errors. Since CRIU saves memory exactly “as is”, patches that changed how the software expected memory to be laid out (e.g., reordering, adding, or removing fields from critical data structures) led to memory errors in practice. By contrast, since SCR restores variables and fields symbolically, a patch that adds a new field Z between old fields A and B will result in SCR restoring the checkpointed values of A and B but using the value of Z as initialized when the system is re-launched. This does not guarantee restoration, but worked for all scenarios considered.

5.2 Annotation Effort

SCR requires the user or developer to annotate mission- or security-critical data for checkpointing (see Section 3). This is done statically, at the level of source-level program symbols (i.e., variable or field names), rather than dynamically, in terms of pointers or addresses (cf. libckpt [38]). While particular fields or types can be individually included or excluded, the most common case is to specify a variable, at which point SCR will recursively traverse type information to generate checkpointing and restoration code for all information reachable from that variable (via fields or pointers).

For these experiments, one author was familiar with the ArduPilot project and identified mission-critical data for checkpointing and restoration, including information such as the current mission item being executed and the arming status of the vehicle’s motors. While the V₀ version of ArduPilot and associated libraries used in these experiments contain over 2,275,000 lines of code in total, we found that we only needed to inspect 1,963 lines—less than one tenth of one percent of the program had to be annotated. One tenth of one percent of the code—to annotate 96 variables relevant to the previously-identified critical state. Our annotation effort was focused on three structures in the source code: Copter, AP_AHRS and AP_Mission, which store data related to high-level event loop, positional awareness, and mission state information.

The annotation burden with SCR is minimized because we leverage the existing domain expertise of developers and users. Studies of code ownership and the role of knowledge in software development suggest that experienced developers are often familiar with the key data, structures, and design in their software [3, 43, 46]. We abstract away the inner workings of our Checkpoint/Restore mechanism from the required annotations. This corresponds to a lighter annotation burden than other projects such as ESC/Java [8] or Liquid Types [48], where annotations can often include difficult-to-write invariants and pre- and post-conditions. SCR annotations more closely align with pickling combinators [20] or library-level serialization interfaces, a familiar interaction to users.

5.3 Experiment Conclusions

In our experiments, SCR’s time overhead was comparable to the state-of-the-art CRIU technique (slower only by the time required to restart the software after the patch, and not significantly different otherwise). SCR’s space overhead was significantly lower than CRIU’s, requiring 290 bytes rather than 820 kilobytes. Most importantly, SCR was able to successfully resume missions after deployment of developer- or APR-written patches in 100% of examined cases, while CRIU only succeeded 36% of the time (i.e., for the simplest patches). SCR requires manual annotations, but less than one tenth of one percent of the program had to be annotated.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

We discuss several threats to validity. First, we only evaluated SCR on one open-source project. Although this AVS software provides straightforward measurements, the results may not generalize to all types of software systems. However, ArduPilot is a large, diverse software ecosystem in an increasingly important area of research. Second, the annotation burden may vary for different applications. While ArduPilot is an indicative software system, we do make the assumption that type-guided annotations can be succinct. This assumption would fail for systems with crosscutting concerns, as in aspect-oriented programming [21] or for certain functional programming languages. Third, although SCR allows the system to resume after patches, unlike traditional Checkpoint/Restore approaches, neither approach can handle certain vulnerabilities, such as information leaks. Finally, SCR, CRIU and similar systems typically require exclusive access to the data being checkpointed or restored, which is complicated by threading.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Software systems such as autonomous vehicles face challenges from software defects, environmental changes, and security attacks. Failure transparency is one solution that can address software defects or security attacks that result in system failures. This paper presents a selective checkpoint and restore algorithm that uses symbolic, type-guided annotations to save only mission-critical state data in an effort to provide failure transparency in software systems like AVS. Unlike traditional Checkpoint/Restore solutions, our approach allows the system to resume from a different version of the software, so that necessary system repairs (e.g., generated an automated program repair technique) can be applied to fix software bugs between checkpoints and restorations. We evaluated our algorithm with an open-source AVS software package. Compared to a state-of-the-art baseline, our approach had comparable time overhead, orders of magnitude lower space overhead, and was able to restore after complicated patches, providing failure transparency and system resiliency in autonomous vehicle software.
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